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Flashback: US Housing Quotes From 2005-2007
•

Well, unquestionably housing prices are going up quite a bit, but I would note that
the fundamentals are very strong – a growing economy, jobs, incomes . . . much of
what has happened [with home prices] was supported by the strength of the
economy.
--Ben Bernanke, CNBC, July 2005

•

The view of most economists, including Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan, is that a
national home-price bust is highly unlikely.
--BusinessWeek, "Entering The New Year With A Head Of Steam," December 26, 2005

•

The steady improvement in [home] sales will support price appreciation... [despite]...
all the wild projections by academics, Wall Street analysts, and others in the media.
--David Lereah, Chief Economist, National Association of Realtors, BusinessWeek, January 10, 2007

•

The delinquency rate of federally insured mortgage loans “is the lowest in the 22
years that these data have been put together.”
--Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Chief Economist Richard Brown, 2005

Bernanke In 2005: No Bubble

2005: The Housing Bears Are Wrong Again

Debate Déjà Vu

Canadian Exceptionalism
1.

2.
3.

4.

Canada was one of the few
countries that survived 2008
unscathed due to strong
regulatory oversight of its housing
and financial markets
A national Canadian housing
bubble is impossible; RE is local
A variant of US crisis is
impossible in Canada due to
structural differences between the
two housing and financial markets
Canadian bankers, regulators,
politicians, and consumers are
more prudent than their
counterparts elsewhere

Consensus: This Time Is Different
•
•

No Bank Failures in 2008; banking oligopoly with greater diversification of business units
Conservative lending standards
–
–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No subprime
Limited speculative home buying
No adjustable-rate time bomb
Full recourse mortgages; Stringent bankruptcy rules (limits strategic defaults)
Safer shorter-term (5 year) fixed rates mortgages

The mortgage arrears rate is low in Canada, implying sound underwriting
Governmental mortgage insurance; banks will be fine because of mortgage insurance
Balanced supply/demand; “Canada did not over-build the way the US did”; “Chronic
housing shortages”, “multi-decade history of demand outstripping supply”; “Land-use
restrictions” or “ lack of buildable land” justifications
No tax deductibility of mortgage interest; always an incentive to pay off the mortgage
Canadians have more equity in their home, which should act as buffer against price
declines
“Real estate is local”: differentiated regional housing markets and diversified economies
Hot Asian money; major foreign immigration, and inter-provincial migration
Toronto has sustained large housing busts (90's) without major national impact
Etc etc..

Canada Today Mirrors US Peak 2007

Recourse: US Experience
•
•
•
•
•

In 75% of the US states, residential mortgages were recourse
Two states with among the highest foreclosure rates, Florida and Nevada, are full recourse
Research by the US Fed et al shows that homeowners bankruptcies not higher in non-recourse states
Most borrowers who default on their mortgages likely have no assets to pursue
Negative equity is the number one predictor of mortgage default--even in recourse jurisdictions

Crossing A River That is 4 Feet Deep On Average

• Recent example: Artist with $930.5k in debt, $35k avg
income. What is the plan, to garnish wages for 50 years?
• Can never pay it off unless house prices keeps rising.
• Makes recourse meaningless.

LTVs: Meaningless In A Debt Bubble
•

“The liabilities are always
100%... It's the assets you have
to worry about.”
--Charlie Munger

•
•

•

•

Problem with LTV: asset value
(V) inflated by debt bubble (L)
The loan (L) is fixed, but the
“value” (V) can go down—
dramatically so in crash
Canadian avg. LTVs similar to
what prevailed in the United
States prior to crisis
The portion of high LTV
loans & HELOCs is higher for
Canada today than it was in
the U.S. in 2007

LTVs Prior To Great Depression

Credit Scores/Arrears Rates: Meaningless In Debt Bubble
•
•

•
•

In the US, when traditional measures of affordability broke down, lenders increasingly
turned to credit scores as the primary measure of creditworthiness
As we learned the hard way in the US, credit scores are backwards looking: extracting
equity every couple of years -- or adding HELOCs-- in order to pay bills on time masks
the true state of a credit
During the US housing bubble, even while true creditworthiness of borrowers constantly
declined, “credit scores” not only looked good but actually improved!
The error was only revealed after the boom turned to bust

The Problem With Short Maturity Mortgages

“The 30-year [fixed rate mortgage] was originally designed to avoid
the refinancing risk that contributed to the banking crisis during the
Great Depression (ironically, mortgages prevalent then were very
similar to today’s “alternative mortgages,” though the maturities
typically were shorter).”
--Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco Economic Letter, December
29, 2006 (John Krainer)

Systemic Renewal Risk: Enormous & Hidden
• In the US, renewal risk was small due to 30 year loans
• Standard Canadian mortgage is for 5 year term
• Canadian mortgages face systemic renewal risk given
their short maturities.
• Standard practice has been to automatically renew without
re-underwriting if borrower is current
• When the cycle turns, renewals are likely to tighten,
exacerbating the down portion of the credit cycle.
• 5 year maturity also means that effectively 100% of
mortgages in Canada are ARMs that face interest rate
risk

Poloz’s Definition Of A Bubble…Uh Oh
•

"If we were all buying a second or a third condo with confidence that it was going to
rise in price, and sell it to someone else, that would be one of the ingredients you'd
expect to see in a true bubble," Poloz said.

Housing Millionaires: Better Than Working!

“I realized a few years after buying my first primary residence in
2003 that I had more equity in this property than what I could
possibly save after 20 years in my day job. This was the first
realization that real estate investing was an avenue worth
investigating.”
--33 Year Old Real Estate Millionaire
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-investor/investment-ideas/real-estate-investor-has-the-visionand-will-to-succeed/article18068074/?cmpid=rss1&click=dlvr.it#dashboard/follows/

Robert Shiller: Housing Is Not An Investment
“Historically, between 1890 and 1990, the actual rate of return on
owning a home has been virtually non-existent. There’s no guarantee
that home prices are going to go up….We got into an illusion and it
created this spectacular bubble. We have to reflect now that we had a
kind of crazy mind-set in the last couple of decades, and we have to
get back to thinking like people used to think. Housing is a
depreciating asset…So, why was it considered an investment? That
was a fad.”
--Robert Shiller, Nobel Prize Winning Economist who famously
predicted the US housing collapse of 2007-2008

Taleb’s Turkey & Recency Bias

*Thanksgiving turkeys typically only live ~ 30 weeks

Taleb’s Turkey: Implications
• Counterintuitively, the longer the bubble goes on, the more risky
it becomes: living on increasingly borrowed time.
• People become more inured to the bubble every year that goes by
and take on additional risk because no apparent ill effects to
increasing indebtedness, deteriorating affordability, etc.
• Not the same size of problem: orders of magnitude larger than
when people warned of bubble 5 years ago.
• Participants become increasingly confident to the point of openly
mocking bears at the same time risks grow exponentially.
• I start off smoking 1 cigarette, then 1 box/day. Now up to 20
boxes/day: the idiot doctors were obviously wrong to warn me.
• There has never in the history of the world been a business cycle
that goes up forever.
• Canadian GDP negative, CAD in freefall, one major region of
Canada is in turmoil, global debt markets jittery.
• Now what?
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